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ABSTRACT

Multiple, new technologies for chemical systems are becoming available and include high temperature rockets, very light propellant tanks and structures, new bipropellant and monopropellant options, lower mass propellant control components, and zero boil off subsystems. Such technologies offer promise of increasing the performance of in-space chemical propulsion for energetic space missions. A mass model for pressure-fed, Earth and space-storable, advanced chemical propulsion systems (ACPS) was developed in support of the NASA MSFC In-Space Propulsion Program. Data from flight systems and studies defined baseline system architectures and subsystems and analyses were formulated for parametric scaling relationships for all ACPS subsystems. The paper will first provide summary descriptions of the approaches used for the systems and the subsystems and then present selected analyses to illustrate use of the model for missions with characteristics of current interest.

1. REFERENCE SYSTEMS

The overall approach is shown in Fig. 1.

Key mission inputs were obtained from detailed studies of missions of interest and included the propellant mass, obtained from mission energies and assumed rocket specific impulses, and thermal environments, which often included those of both deep space and inner planets (when gravity assist maneuvers were assumed). Missions and studies used for definitions ACPS architectures and baseline subsystem characteristics included the AXAF-I [1,2], a recent study of planetary stages that used cryogenic oxidizers and storable fuels [3], Cassini [4,5], and review of planetary spacecraft by the Lockheed-Martin Corp. [6]. Major assumptions for all analyses included the use of Earth or space-storable (soft cryogenic) propellants and pressure-fed propellant tanks. Both bipropellant and monopropellant options were modeled. Subsequent studies will include deep cryogenic and pump-fed options but they were beyond the present scope. The primary metric was the wet mass of the propulsion system which may be combined with models of the remainder of the spacecraft and launch vehicle characteristics to predict payloads as a function of ACPS technologies.

2. REFERENCE SUBSYSTEMS

2.1 Main Propellant Tanks

Both composite overwrapped (CO) and metallic propellant tank options were modeled and, following [3] spherical tanks were assumed. The only large CO propellant tanks flown at the time of the writing were those on the AXAF-I [1]. The CO ACPS tanks were first scaled from AXAF-I by taking into account the change to spherical shape and the resultant changes in composite stresses. The baseline CO tanks also used the same areal mass densities of the composites, liners, and propellant management devices (PMDs) [7] of the AXAF-I propellant tanks. Those three tank elements were independently scaled via use of variable composite strengths and thickness (assumed to vary linearly with tank pressure), different liner thickness and materials, and adjustable PMD areal mass densities. Options for variable areal mass densities of both foam and multilayer insulation (MLI) were also included to allow appropriate accommodation of mission (space and ground) thermal environments and propellant storage requirements. The propellant tank pressure was set by variable assumptions of main engine chamber pressure and pressure drops between the engine chamber and the propellant tank. Overall CO tank masses could then be calculated with variable values of propellant tank pressure (scaled from the baseline value of 2.07 x 10^6 Pa), propellant mass, propellant tank volumes (which accounted for selectable values of propellant reserves, ullage, residuals, and assumed PMD volumes), and assumed mission thermal characteristics. Spherical metallic tank...
masses, that included PMDs, were calculated directly from a manufacturer's database [9] and were adjusted to account for different propellant pressures and assumed foam and MLI layers.

2.2 Propellant Pressurization

Separate helium pressure subsystems were assumed for the fuels and oxidizers to avoid issues with long-term hypergolic propellant leakage and to allow for alternate pressurization approaches for individual propellants. The spherical helium propellant tanks were assumed, as in [10, 11] to be adjacent to, and at the same temperatures as, the associated propellant tanks. The AXAF-I helium tank, at a pressure of 3.1 $10^7$ Pa, was taken as the baseline and for scaling purposes variable values of composite strength and liner thickness were assumed. The mass of the helium required for individual propellants was then calculated by consideration of the relevant propellant tank volumes, thermal environment, helium compressibility [12], MLI protection, and end-of-mission pressure drops between the propellant and pressure tanks (primarily in the regulator). Helium solubility was not included as it was judged to be a relatively small effect. For example, less than 2 percent of the loaded helium was dissolved into the Cassini propellants after 5 years of flight [4]. The mass of the helium tanks was then calculated as a function of the cited parameters. As discussed later, the mass of the helium pressurization systems penalizes the space-storable propellant options. Warm gas pressurization concepts [13,14] may mitigate that penalty, but multiple open issues exist [13] that must be addressed for long-term applications and that approach was not included herein. Consideration of warm gas pressurization is recommended, however, if research indicates it is viable for planetary-class missions.

2.3 Micrometeoroid Protection

It was recognized that micrometeoroid protection may be a requirement for some missions, in particular those that use both radioisotopes and Earth gravity assists and/or missions that involve traverses of regions with high micrometeoroids fluxes. However, no analyses were available of micrometeoroid protection masses which are extremely sensitive to specifics of spacecraft design. For those reasons, no masses were assumed for micrometeoroid protection, but it may be necessary to consider such penalties for selected missions and spacecraft configurations.

2.4 Main Engines

In these initial analyses, radiation-cooled and pressure-fed main engines were assumed. For generality, the model included options for one or two main engines, but no penalty was taken for center-of-mass pointing. Following [3] and normal practice for planetary spacecraft, the thrust levels were assumed to be between 400 to 2000 N. That thrust range was felt to appropriately consider "gravity losses", deployed subsystems, and firing times typical of planetary missions and is similar to that of apogee propulsion for geosynchronous spacecraft. Both bipropellant and monopropellant options were included in the model. Rhenium bipropellant engines were assumed as they provide the highest performances available and versions tuned for MMH/HTO [15] and hydrazine/HTO [16] propellants have been flown and qualified, respectively. Rhenium engines are also compatible [17] with some of the fluorine-containing oxidizers of potential interest. Thruster masses were taken from historical data, modified to account for the assumed rhenium material and masses of heat shields and thruster mounts were scaled from [2]. Thrust chamber pressures were assumed to vary from 6.9 $10^6$ to 3.4 $10^6$ Pa and the composite overwrap of the propellant tank and the helium gas and tank masses were adjusted to accommodate the associated changes in propellant tank pressures. Bipropellant, main engine performances were calculated using state-of-art codes as functions of propellant options, thrust chamber pressure, mixture ratio, and thrust level. Bipropellant engine performance estimates were obtained state-of-art analyses [18] and data [16,19,20]. Values of advanced monopropellant performance and liquid characteristics were obtained directly from [21] and engineering estimates.

2.5 Pressure and Propellant Control/Distributions

The masses of the elements for control and distribution of the pressurants and propellants for the main engines are not negligible and were separately modeled. For convenience, the control and distribution subsystem was divided into "legs" with a leg being defined as any connection between a pressure and propellant tank or between a propellant tank and a thruster. For example, monopropellant and bipropellant options with two main engines would have three and six "legs", respectively. The pressurant and propellant control and distribution components included, respectively, valves, regulators, filters, and etc. and lines, fittings, brackets, and MLJ and heaters associated with propellant lines. The number and type of control components was taken directly from [4] (with minor exceptions that were consistent with use of separate pressure tanks and Venturi valves). The masses of the control components for both Earth and space-storable propellant options were taken from [22] (except for Venturi valves and trim orifices whose masses were estimated). Components for space-storable propellants were
typically heavier than those for Earth-storable options. The mass of the distribution “legs” were scaled directly from [1,2] where the mass was also scaled with the linear dimension of the ACPS which was assumed proportional to the cube root of the total propellant load.

2.6 Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS)

A separate ACS that used hydrazine propellant was assumed for all cases. The required hydrazine propellant mass is extremely mission dependent, but was set as the same fraction of initial spacecraft mass as used for Cassini [5]. The number and type of thrusters and pressurant and propellant control components for the ACS were taken from [4,5]. Masses of the spherical propellant tanks were set as a fraction of the ACS propellant mass derived from a straight-line plot of the values on AXAF-I [1] and Cassini [5]. The mass of the distribution elements was taken from AXAF-I data modified to account for the different number of thrusters on Cassini.

2.7 Zero Boiloff (ZBO)

ZBO was assumed for thermal control for all space-storable propellants. This approach was taken as a very detailed study [23] indicated that passive storage of fluorine, a typical space-storable propellant, for an outbound planetary mission required major deviations from normal spacecraft designs. Also, as will be seen, ZBO can be implemented for space-storable propellants with relatively small power and mass penalties. The ZBO subsystem comprised the cryocooler, control electronics, a radiator for the control electronics, and the additional power required. The overall modeling approach was to determine the ZBO powers and masses as functions of the cold head temperature of the cryocooler, required cooling power, the environmental temperature of the spacecraft. The cold head temperature was assumed to be 80K for all space-storable propellants. This had the effect of slightly penalizing the warmer options, but did allow for temperature drops experienced with practical cryocoolers [8]. The cooling power and environmental temperatures are very dependent on mission and spacecraft design and were treated as inputs for specific missions. The ZBO input power was obtained using the global approach of [8] (which accounts for the rejection temperature of the radiator), along with cryocooler specific powers from [24], and the power control electronics efficiency recommended by [25]. Total ZBO mass was the sum of the cryocooler (modeled as a function of cooling power and cold head temperature in [24]), the control electronics (obtained from the lowest values of power processor specific mass in [25]), the radiator (using the model of areal mass vs radiated power for a beryllium radiator from [26]), and a mass to account for the input power requirement. A small mass was also added to account for a cooling loop to be used during ground operations.

2.8 Thermal, Cabling, and Structure

Secondary structure was defined as the supports for the propellant and pressurant tank and was modeled as a function of main propellant mass from data available for several spacecraft [6]. Elements sometimes counted as secondary structure were accounted for in the pressurant and propellant distribution allocations cited above. Primary structure supported the ACPS, connected the launch vehicle adapters to the payload, and supported launch loads. The primary structure was found to be significant and was taken from a plot of the ratio of the primary structure to initial masses of several, recent planetary spacecraft [6]. To account for linear dimensions of different ACPS, cabling masses were calculated by multiplying the AXAF-I propulsion cable mass by the ratio of the cube roots of the total propellant masses of the ACPS and AXAF-I. Thermal masses for propellant tanks and propellant distribution subsystems were previously discussed. Following [3], 13 layers of MLI were taken to cover the outer primary structure which, for scaling purposes was assumed to be a cylinder with a diameter and length slightly larger, respectively, than the diameter of the largest propellant tank and sum of diameters of all propellant tanks. The MLI was scaled for all applications herein, by using the data of [27] for the average mass per unit area and layer of variable density MLI.

3. SELECTED ACPS MODEL OUTPUTS

This section will provide some initial examples of the use of the ACPS model. Only the characteristics of the ACPS will be discussed herein; but the results can be straightforwardly used to define payloads via combination with specific inputs regarding missions, launchers, and other spacecraft subsystems.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the wet and dry masses, respectively, of monopropellant, Earth-storable (NTO/N2H4) and space-storable (LO2/N2H4) ACPS for a mission with an initial mass and delta V, respectively, of 3000kg and 2500 m/sec. The specific impulses of the monopropellant and LO2/N2H4 options have been demonstrated in short term tests and the performance with NTO/N2H4 is representative of a qualified engine. The LO2/N2H4 option did not provide a mission benefit proportional to its specific impulse as the dry mass was penalized by oxidizer leg requirements for additional helium, more layers of MLI, heavier propellant distribution and control components. The ZBO mass
for this representative space-storable is quite modest which suggests that approach may be generally optimal for 80 K-class propellants. One potential additional benefit from use of ZBO may be the avoidance of very mission specific spacecraft designs, which were found necessary in prior detailed analyses of fluorine propulsion [23].

higher thrust levels than the assumed 445N may offer benefits via reduced operating times and delta v’s for some applications in gravity wells.

ACPS wet masses for advanced monopropellants and state-of-art Earth-storable bipropellants are shown in Fig. 6 for a range of mission options. It is seen that, for low energy missions, the advanced monopropellant options have masses about equal to those of the baseline bipropellant approach. It is possible that such monopropellants could provide significant hardware and ground management cost benefits for selected missions due to reduced system complexity and, in some cases, toxicity.

Figs. 4 and 5 show ACPS wet and dry masses, respectively, for the NTO/N₂H₄ option vs chamber pressure (P_c) with CO propellant tank and mixture ratio (MR) options. Operation at higher than normal chamber pressures didn’t offer much benefit, even with light weight propellant tanks (which assumed liner thickness’ of ~ 0.13mm and a 2x increase in composite strength over the baseline). This occurred as the increased masses of the pressurant subsystem and the propellant tanks overcame the increases in main engine performance. However, substantial reductions in ACPS wet mass are offered by both advanced propellant tanks and higher MR operation at nominal values of P_c. Operation at increased MR does imply, however, higher temperature combustion and wall temperatures than have been demonstrated for long terms with qualified rhenium engines [15, 16]. It is noted that...
An example of the effect of mission thermal environment is shown in Fig. 7 where the mass of the ZBO subsystem for LOx plotted as a function of the hottest environmental temperature assumed for a mission. In these analyses, the thermal environment affected both the efficiency of the cryocoolers and the mass of the radiator for the control electronics. The thermal heat leaks were constant for the data of Fig. 7 but will be considered as a variable in the future. The thermal environments were taken from [28] with hottest temperatures of 328K and 448K being associated with Venus and Mercury, respectively. It is seen that the ZBO masses remained relatively low, except for the extreme environment near Mercury.

Fig. 7 ZBO masses vs environmental temperature

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A flexible model for ACPS has been developed that enables quick evaluations of different technology options and global mission characteristics. Updates may be easily implemented as new findings become available. Examples of use of the model were presented that illustrated the sensitivity of ACPS mass to a variety of advanced technologies and mission energies, initial masses, and thermal environments.
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